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It has earlier been concluded that meteoritic chondrules most probably formed by 
rapid melting and resolidification of preexisting solids in a relatively cool (5600 K) pro- 
toplanetary nebula (1). It therefore follows that some type of transient nebular heating 
mechanism is required. Although a number of specialized heating mechanisms have been 
proposed, it is equally important to investigate whether ordinary gas dynamic processes 
within the nebula could have provided the necessary transient heating of precursor grains. 
We have recently explored this possibility in some detail (2). In order for the model to 
succeed, it was found that two conditions must be met. First, it was necessary that pre- 
cursor grains existed in optically thick, dust-rich zones to prevent rapid radiative cooling 
to space of individual grains. This requirement is consistent with independent composi- 
tional evidence indicating that nebular gas in chondrule formation regions was enriched in 
oxygen, implying a high dustlgas mass ratio (3). Inhomogeneities in dust number density 
(and resulting variations in opacity) would also provide a possible means of explaining why 
some grains were melted while other nearby grains were not melted (4). Second, it was 
found necessary to hypothesize the existence of transient nebular shock waves in order to 
provide sufficiently large relative velocities and heated gas regions for gas dynamic melt- 
ing to occur. The purpose of this paper is to investigate several possible mechanisms for 
generation of nebular shock wave disturbances with sufficient strength and scale to melt 
chondrule precursor grains. 

Mechanisms for generating gas dynamic shock waves in the solar nebula may be di- 
vided conceptually into three categories: (i) generation by intrinsic hydrodynamic processes 
in the nebula; (ii) generation by nebular interactions with large solid objects (protoplanets, 
cometary objects, etc.); and (iii) generation by processes external to the nebula. In each of 
these categories, at least one candidate mechanism can be identified for generating shocks 
with sufficient strength and scale to be capable of melting chondrule precursor grains. With 
respect to intrinsic nebular processes, it is of interest that current nebular models consider 
gravitational torques produced by longitudinal mass asymmetries to be a major source 
of inward mass transport and outward angular momentum transport (5). Spiral density 
waves and large-scale bars formed during gravitational collapse are two examples of non- 
axisymmetric structures in an evolving nebula that could lead to shock fronts separating 
nebular components of differing velocity. Preliminary investigation of such disturbances 
produced in a numerical particle code (W. Benz, priv. comm., 1992) suggests that shock 
waves with sufficient strength and scale to melt precursor grains may be produced by this 
mechanism. With respect to nebular interactions with large protoplanetary objects, one 
possible source of shock wave disturbances is the formation of Jupiter which, according to 
some models, is accompanied by the excitation of hydrodynamical waves and mass ejec- 
tions (6). Preliminary studies of the output of one set of spherically symmetric radiation 
hydrodynamical code calculations (G. Wuchterl, priv. comm., 1992) again suggests that 
shock waves may be generated by this process with sufficient strength and scale to melt 
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mm-sized grains in high-opacity regions. Finally, with respect to external processes, it has 
become increasingly clear that star formation and early evolution is accompanied by large, 
episodic mass losses (7). These mass ejections, or "winds", produce temporal disturbances 
of the protoplanetary accretion disk and may also be the main cause of the final dissipa- 
tion of the nebula (8). We have investigated some simplified models which suggest that 
protosolar wind pulses could have excited significant shock wave disturbances that would 
have propagated through the nebula. In particular, simultaneous compression of both the 
upper and lower boundaries of the nebulalwind interface excites shock waves that tend to 
intersect near the nebula midplane where the largest dust concentrations are expected to 
exist. Exposure of local dust-rich zones to passage of these intersecting shocks could have 
produced conditions that would have been sufficient for chondrule formation. 

In conclusion, we have identified several potential mechanisms for generating nebular 
shock waves with sufficient strength and scale to have been responsible for the formation 
of meteoritic chondrules. Further study may allow more definitive statements to be made 
about the viability of the nebular shock model for chondrule formation and the primary 
shock generation mechanism during the chondrule formation era. 
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